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Restructuring cuts jobs
by Natasha Page
staff writer
The division of administration and advancement, created by the Clemson Board
of Trustees to restructure administration,
decided to eliminate 92 positions and cut
the budget by more than $3.3 million from
1992 to 1995.
The intention of the new divisions is to
raise private funding for the University
with an aim to help provide better services
to the students, faculty and staff.
The division consists of six primary
administrative subdivisions: conference,
guest and visitor programs, public affairs,
alumni and development, financial affairs,
facilities, and human resources.
The division of administration and advancement was designed by Gary
Ransdell, Clemson vice president, and a
task force over the summer and was approved by President Phil Prince and incoming President "Deno" Curris.
"Administration and advancement has
certain responsibilities to the rest of the
University," stated Ransdell, "such as
maintaining the physical plant, raising
private funds for scholarships and academic needs, proving reliable financial
systems and promoting the University to
the public, alumni and other constituents.
We want to be sure we can fulfill those
obligations."
The new division will result in the
elimination of 13 administrative positions,
including associate and assistant vice president titles, saving the University $571,280.
There will be several operational
changes and enhancements to the new
division. For example, giving the division
of research the responsibility of environmental health and safety operations, allowing public affairs to have the responsibility of auxiliaries, such as telecommunications (to ensure a communications network that will improve internal and external communication) and creating teams to
decentralize the campus budget are a few
upcoming changes.
Other enhancements created by the new
division include the merging together of

services on campus that have related services : the consolidation of University committees related to facilities planning functions, the visitors center and historic house
units with conference and guest services,
card access programs to establish monthly
billing privileges, establishing alumni
advisory boards and conducting surveys
and discussions on ways to get ideas to
improve campus.
The operation of laundry on campus
will soon be examined, along with the
possibility of a central travel information
service for students.
"We will rededicate administration and
advancement operations to a service orientation," said Ransdell. "Our mission is

to ensure a quality learning environment
for Clemson University, and our role is to
acquire and manage information and resources to help the teaching, research,
public service and student development
functions reach their potential."
The new division will also continue to
have privatization. There are plans to
build a power plant, and ARAMARK will
take over operations such as the cheese
room and dairy operations. The profits
from the privatization and staff efficiency
measures will be used for maintenance
needs on campus.
"I'm pleased with restructuring, and I

see CU, page 5A

Working at the car wash

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

Tis the season for fundraisers—and clean cars. Kappa
Delta held a car wash this past weekend behind Shoneys
to help raise money for charity.

Professor greatly concerned about his safety

A student reportedly disrupted an examination by harassing a professor by
erasing exam instructions and writing on
the board before leaving the classroom
and "screaming at the top of his lungs,"
according to police reports. The student
proceeded to punch out a window on the
other side of the building causing his arm
to bleed profusely.
Neal Baskin, a freshman engineering
student, entered Tom Oberdan' s 3:30 philosophy class during a exam on Thursday,
Mar. 30 in 109 Hardin.
"I told him there was a class in session,
that he could not interrupt my class and to
remove himself immediately," said Dr.
Oberdan.
Baskin left the room upon Oberdan's
request, but returned five minutes later. In
the meantime, Oberdan sent a note to Dr.
Silvers, philosophy department head, informing him that Neal Baskin had entered
his classroom.
"I told him again that he was disrupting
my class, and that if he didn't remove
himself immediately I would have him
removed," stated Oberdan.
Instead of leaving, Baskin began to

WINDSOR, Ontario (AP) - Work
ers at Ontario's government-owned
casino ended a three-week strike Sunday, approving a new contract and
clearing the way for gambling to resume Wednesday.
The 1,800 workers voted 78 percent in favor of the three-year deal that
includes pay raises of 20 to 30 percent,
bringing the average wage to dlrs 11.75
per hour. The agreement also provides
a pension plan and child care.
The casino, run by a consortium of
Las Vegas companies, has been generating daily revenues of dlrs 1.4 million
since it opened May 17.
The strike began March 9.

Muslims to
cooperate

Religious radical interrupts exam
by Joe Milam and Mike
McCombs
interim news editor and staff
writer

Canadian casino
strike ends

on in the hallway. Oberdan pushed through
the crowd of students to see Baskin screaming loudly with blood on his right arm.
"At this point, my concern shifted from
my students to Baskin, for I feared he was
seriously hurt," stated Oberdan. "I ran
down the hallway, calling to him 'Neal,
calm down, it's going to be okay.'"
By the time Oberdan could get to the
end of the hall, Baskin had left the building and was running
down the sidewalk.
"The guy is obvi"DR. OBERDANMDO
ously emotionally unYOU BELIEVE THAT
stable. That is the only
explanation for his beGOD EXISTS?"
havior," said Oberdan.
"He has strong reliALLEGED REMARK
gious beliefs and, despite the fact that there
• NEAL BASKIN
are similarities beSTUDENT
tween his religious upbringing and my own,
Oberdan — do you believe that God ex- I no longer hold those views. In short, he
ists." As Dr. Silvers escorted Baskin out sees me a symbol of secular values which
of the classroom, he instructed Oberdan to he regards as demonic."
Baskin was arrested and treated at
dismiss class.
"As he passed me in the hallway, Baskin Oconee Medical Center. He was then rereached out his right hand as if to shake," leased on a $300 personal recognizance
stated Oberdan. "When I withdrew, he bond.
A University official stated that Baskin
approached, patted me on the shoulder
and walked toward the exit."
is innocent until proven guilty. Therefore,
Oberdan returned to the classroom to he is allowed to continue attending classes.
collect the tests. Some of his students then
"I am very concerned about my perinformed him that some thing was going sonal safety," said Oberdan.

write on the chalkboard, erasing the instructions to Dr. Oberdan's examination.
Oberdan left the classroom in search of
Dr. Silvers, who had not yet responded to
his note for help. Along the way, he instructed secretary Cheryl McClary to call
the police.
Upon Oberdan's return to the classroom with Dr. Silvers, Baskin had completed his message which read, "Dr.

KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP) ■ Or
ganizers of a worldwide Muslim conference delivered on their pledge to
urge cooperation with the West, but
the four-day meeting was mostly a
diatribe against alleged Western plots,
including the hole in the ozone layer.
The conference ended Sunday recommending that Muslims cooperate
with Christians. But participants also
made plans for a permanent international body to defend Islam from challenges viewed largely as Western-inspired.
The plan for a permanent international organization was a triumph for
Hassan Turabi, the conference's
Sudanese organizer who has sought to
become a leader of the world's Muslims.
Turabi, a Western-educated lawyer, is believed to be the power behind
Sudan's fundamentalist regime, which
the United States accuses of terrorism
and backing extremist movements in
Egypt and Algeria.
Many of the conference's 300
participants, who represented some 80
countries, were radicals who oppose
Western influences. But Turabi said
the statement adopted Sunday was far
more moderate than ideas raised during the session.
The statement urged cooperation
with fundamentalist Christians, saying they share ideas with conservative
Islam.
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Radical groups such as the Lebanese Hezbollah, or Party of God. and
the Palestinian Abu Nidal group had
urged confrontation with Western powe*s, arguing cooperation was futile.
Jordanian delegate Laith Shibailat
had called for boycotting all dealings
with the United Nations. He called the
hole in the ozone layer a Western myth
created to block Muslims from using
oil to further their countries' industrialization.
Despite the communique's ™j|
eration on dealings with the West, it
urged confrontation with Zionism and
backed Palestinian groups like Hamas
and Islamic Jihad that fight Israel.
It also called for lifting UN. sanctions against Iraq and Libya.
Muslim extremists and more moderate supporters of Arab unity clashed
over the proposal to create a perma-

see BRIEFS, pagfJA]
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More trouble for firebombing suspect
by Jay Longshore
staff writer
Four students including former freshman honor student Eric Andre w Hamberg,
were allegedly involved in vandalism in a
University parking area early Sunday, Mar.
12. University police discovered the front
and rear windows smashed out of several
cars parked in a University parking area
while on patrol early Sunday morning.
An officer stopped one of the only cars
cruising the campus early that morning
and reported finding Eric Hamberg, Benjamin Pauly, Darla Parker and William
Stowe inside. The officer questioned the
four about the vandalism and received
false information. According to thepolice
report, the passengers in the car was later
charged with giving false information to
the officer according to the police report.
Hamberg, charged with four counts of
malicious damage to the vehicles, and
Pauly, who is charged with two counts of
malicious damage, allegedly climbed on
top of car hoods and kicked in the front
and back windows of six automobiles.
"We were just having fun kicking out a
few windshields," said' Benjamin Pauly
according to CU Police Chief Lonnie
Saxon.
William Stowe, a former student, was
charged with possession of marijuana.
This arrest of Hamberg came only nine
days after being released from the Pickens
County jail for the Norris firebombing
incident on Fed. 26.
Due to a court injunction regarding the
firebombing, Hamberg was not to be permitted on campus; therefore, he was also
charged for trespassing according to the
police report.
"Things have been a lot more quiet
around here without Hamberg to worry

Jim Johnson, whose Norris room was
about," said Saxon. "People have to abide
by rules in our society, and building bombs firebombed, testified against William
and kicking out windows for the fun of it Stowe in a simple possession charge three
days prior to the firebomb incijdent.
just isn't normal."
"I don't know Hamberg so I don't
Despite buying 19 cents worth of gasoline on the night of the firebombing inci- know why he would have anything against
dent on Feb. 26, Hamberg maintains his me except for his friend (Stowe)," said
Johnson. "It would seen? like Stowe might,
innocence with the involvement.
"Why would I bomb this students room of had something to do with it." .
Stowe, who was charged again .with
when I don't even know him," said
possession
of marijuana the night of the
Hamberg during an interview at the
Pickens County jail. "I don't really care .'vandalism incident according to police
who did it. I just want the police to find out report, has since dropped out of school
so I can leave this hellish, unpredictable and moved back to Chester, S.C.
"I don't know anything about the incinightmare," said Hamberg.

dent," said Stowe. "But I hope they catch
whoever really did it because Hamberg is
one of my friends."
Hamberg is still under suspension from
the University, and for the past 23 days, he
has remained behind bars in the Pickens
County jail with n'o bond and no trial date
set.
Hamberg was granted a competency
evaluation to determine if he is capable of
being tried as an adult. Hamberg's lawyer,
David R. Harrison, requested the evaluation to show if he was criminally responsible for his actions.

Special Olympics come to CU
by Jeff Lancy
staff writer
Clemson will host the Oconee and Pickens regional track
and field portion of the 1995 Special Olympics on Friday,
Apr. 6, 1995. This year's event/the largest ever held at
Clemson with 450 athletes from 20 schools, is sponsored by
the Park, Recreation, Tourism Management (PRTM) departmentwith assistance from the Student Athlete Speaker'sBureau.
The event will take place at the University outdoor track.
Opening ceremonies begin at 9 a.m. with the first event
starting at 10 a.m. The games are to end at 1:30 p.m.
The Special Olympics, dating back to 1968, offers their
athletes the chance to enjoy the feelings of courage, success,
togetherness and love with a focus on individuals' abilities,
not their disabilities. All participants are rewarded for their
events in many ways, from ribbons to hugs.
"Through skill, courage, sharing and happiness, those
who become involved with the Olympics experience universal value growth which surpasses all boundaries of
nationality, geography, gender and race," said Paul Wright,
a graduate student in PRTM and event planner. "With these

values offered to everyone involved with Special Olympics,
we all grow as people."
y61unteers are needed to help in i variety of ways. Award
givers greet the participants after each event with a ribbon,
a smile and'a hug.
Organizers for specific events are needed to make sure
the athletes are in the right place at the right time. With over'
52 events to take place, there is a great need for event
organizers. .'. The Olympics can always use "huggers", people that give
. the athletes a big hug and congratulations after their event.
Huggers may also be interested in being a "buddy" for one
of the athletes. A buddy* walks around with his or her
appointed athlete to make sure the athlete gets to his or her
events on time and for further support and encourage.
"One important way to become involved, if you have all
day or not, is crowd support. That is one thing we can always
use. It adds to the joy of the races and helps to get the
contestants more excited," said Wright.
Wright stated that anyone interested in helping with the
Olympics can call his office at 858-3423 or at home 6562005. Interested volunteers can call Mr. Wright for a specific job or can show up at the registration tent on the day of
events to sign up.

Apply for
Presidential Internship
for Fall 1995
Benefits from being a Presidential Intern:
Student interns will be provided the opportunity:
.
.,., Qrpac
. to develop an understanding of the day-to-day operations of the vice presidential areas
. to learn the operational aspects and issues that require administrative decision-making first-hand
. through conversations with vice presidents, directors, and office staff, they will learn the
complexities of operations at the University.
■^

Positions Available: (one intern for each area)
• Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
. \SpSen{«id Vice Provost for Agriculture, Forest and Natural Resources, and Research
• Vice President for Institutional Advancement and Administration
• Vice President for Student Affairs
^"sStfwho possess a 3.0 GPR or above and have outstanding leadership qualifications are encouraged to
apply.

Time Commitment:
.

,,,--«-,

»u

Interns are expected to commit to work 15-20 hours per week.

^El'intern will receive a stipend of $600 per semester (after taxes are withheld).

Application Form:
Obtain an application from:
Robin Page
Office of Student Development
103HoltzendorffHall

Applications Due:
April 10 by 4:30 p.m.
103 Holtzendorff Hall
(any questions, contact Robin Page 656-0501)

Interviews:
Smdents who are selected for an interview will be contacted by the Vice Presidential areas.
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ersoective
60,000,
too many P
Recently I read an article in the new
edition of Reveille, by Editor-in-Chief
Melynda Steward, entitled "Parking
Enforcement Officers" (March/April,
1995). In this story, she explained the
ticketing situation and dispelled the
rumor that the PEOs actually enjoy
giving tickets.
She went on to print a breakdown of
the expenses incurred in parking enforcement, and quoted several PEOs

Death mountain; unfair advantage

Ethan H.
Bellamy
editorial editor
who styled themselves as lenient, fair
and understanding.
Two officers she interviewed even
claimed to have, "voided tickets on
occasion after the students have run up
to them while the PEOs were writing
the tickets."
Having been personally issued three
parking violations in this same scenario, I laughed when I read this. Earlier this year I even went so far as to file
a complaint at CUPD about one officer,
who I described on the police report as,
"having a nasty attitude."
I assume this complaint was conveniently lost because I never heard from
the police again.
In Ms. Steward's article, I was astounded to find that not only is just
seven percent of the budget dedicated
to parking facilities construction, but
also that the PEOs issue 60,000 tickets
per year.
That is 59,999 too many in my book.
You let me write tickets on this campus
and I will issue just one: a big, fat,
bureaucratic, wallet-busting, 30-minute
parking, commuter lots in the boondocks, three-ticket-towing, rude and
oblivious citation to the entire parking
operation at Clemson University, for
all the millions of dollars that are
squeezed from people who are just trying to go to work or get to class.
If you live in on-campus housing
then you must have the requisite university hiking boots to trek to a valid
long term parking spot. Next, do not
park your car in front of the University
Ridge at 11 p.m. because usually the
midnight shift of the University arrives
then and begins fighting for parking
spots.
I expect it there when I commute to
class next semester.
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ing Death Mountain before each game.
We know it is blatantly unfair.
If the athletic department refuses to
correct this problem in the near future then
we, as fans, may invite a sister land grant
college,-North Carolina State, down to
consult on this problem. They seem to
have discovered some modern, technological solutions for flat fields with excellent drainage.
If that fails to get Bobby Robinson's
attention, then we will askthe ACC to
examine the fairness of all ttie ACC baseball fields. If that fails, the NCAA.
Clemson baseball does not need any
unfair advantages to get tq the College
World Series, they can win without them.

To the editor:

0

As a graduate of Clemson, the spouse
of an employee at the University, and a
supporter of the University, I feel compelled to highlight a problem within our
Athletic Department and, in particular,
Clemson baseball. Normally we catch
three or four ball games a year, and this
year we may see more. Occasionally, however, winning at any cost creates interesting sports philosophy dilemmas.
At Clemson we have a football tradition where the guest teams have to face a
tough, grueling day on the field in front of
roaring fans. We call it Death Valley. We
do not call it Death Valley because it has
well placed, treacherous trenches that twist
John D. Bernard, Ed. D.
opposing players ankles.
TriCounty
Technical College
In Clemson baseball, the athletic department groundskeepers have created an
agricultural marvel known as Death Mountain. Only a land grant college could create an outfield warning track with a 16"
vertical incline. How many times have we
sat and watched as opposing outfielders
fell flat on their faces fielding a routine
warning track fly ball? How many extra
runs are scored each season? Our experi- To the editor:
enced outfielders however seem to naviAs a secondary education/English magate Death Mountain without any difficulties. Death Mountain can turn a good jor here at Clemson University and as a
28-16 team into a 32-12 College World student worker in the department of performing arts, I was ashamed and appalled
Series playoff candidate.
Sports fans at Clemson do not like to at the lack of respect and manners my
win that way. We like to win and lose fellow students had in regard to their early
straight up. We have all heard the stories departure at several of the Shakespeare
about the wall at Fenway Park being moved Festival events.
I understand that most students were in
to accommodate the home team lefthanded power batters, or football coaches attendance not because they wanted to be
having the gridiron flooded the night be- but because of professor requirements.
fore when a fast team was coming into However, this does not excuse the rude
town. We at Clemson like to think we are conduct displayed on Sunday afternoon
and Monday evening in Tillman Hall
better than stooping to that level.
We are asking the athletic department Auditorium.
Clemson students made an ugly imto end our humiliation of having to watch
opposing outfielders trip over their feet on pression on the visiting company of
Death Mountain. Believe me, the players, Shenandoah Shakespeare Express and I
coaches and fans cringe when they see it. hope that these fantastic, hardworking and
We do not care if the athletic department talented people don't walk away from
says that the visitors get to practice climb- Clemson thinking that a few rude students

Shakespeare
walkout rude
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Terrell Johnson
Associate Editor

speak for the rest of the student body.
As a sobering thought, we should all
think of how we would like to be treated if
we had worked so hard to put on such a
fabulous production. It is sad to think that
with all of the progress we have made on
this campus in trying to bring culture and
awareness to Clemson that some of us are
still s,tuck in the Dark Ages.
So, on behalf of my fellow students, L
apologize to the Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express company and the Brooks Center
for the conduct that was not only rude but
inappropriate.
Rebekah H. Burger

Fike frisbee fails
To the editor:
This semester's ultimate frisbee intramural program has greatly disappointed
me. The anticipation of exercise and enjoyment has turned into nothing but frustration with a poorly run program. Three
bf our five scheduled games have been
canceled.
I might be able to accept a game being'
called off for rain, but the other excuses
are unacceptable. The first excuse was a
home basketball game. I personally would
rather play a sport than watch one. Games
should not be scheduled on these nights if
the majority of the participating students
prefer to watch basketball. Other sporting
events should not be an excuse for canceling scheduled games, however.
:
The most recent excuse was wet field
conditions. Wet field conditions do not
stop varsity sports or the homecoming
activities on Bowman field.
I think the real reason for all the cancellations is that the intramural staff would
rather cancel games than show up to officiate. The players must adapt their schedules to participate in intramural activities.
The intramural staff should do the same.
Jeff Switzer
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Grad students CU gets
appreciated
facelift
continued from 2A
nent Muslim movement. In response, the conference changed
the name and mission of Turabi' s
Popular Arab and Islamic Congress, which will be called the
Islamic Popular Congress and
will focus only on Muslim issues.
The communique charges the
organization with creating
branches throughout the world to
defend Islam. It also would set up
international groups for Islamic
women, students, workers and
businessmen.

Jailed Americans appeal
fc t
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Two
Americans jailed for illegally
entering Iraq have been given up
to one month to appeal their eightyear prison sentences, instead of
the usual two weeks, sources reported Sunday.
But there was no indication of
an early release and Secretary of
State Warren Christopher said
that Washington believes the two
Americans will only be freed
when Saddam Hussein personally approves it.
Christopher stressed on the
CBS-TV s'Tace The Nation"
that Saddam"isn't going to get
any concessions from the United
States for releasing them, but it
would be a good thing for the
international reputation of Iraq.
... It would be an adverse thing if
he continues to hold them."
U.S. officials say David
Daliberti, 41, of Jacksonville,
Fla., and William Barloon, 39, of
New Hampton, Iowa, strayed
across Iraq's border with Kuwait
on March 13 while on their way
to visit friends at a U.N. border
post.
They were tried and sentenced
March 25.
Some Iraqi officials have made
vaguely hopeful remarks about
the Americans, while government-run newspapers have taken
tougher lines, making it difficult
to discern what the official line
is.
Hassab al-Oubaidi
of
parliament's foreign relations
department suggested Saturday
that the pair could be released"in
the coming few days." He did
not elaborate.
The Defense Ministry' s newspaper, Al-Qadissiyah, said Sunday the American prisoners are
no different from Mexicans
caught trying to enter the United
States illegally.

Soviets burned
Hitler's
remains
HAMBURG, Germany (AP)
-FormerSoviet leaders had Adolf
Hitler's remains incinerated in
1970 out of fear they would attract neo-Nazis, a magazine reported Sunday.
Since the end of World War
A

II, there have been numerous rumors about Hitler's fate. Historians say he shot and killed himself
in his Berlin bunker on April 30,
1945.
The Hamburg-based Der
Spiegel said Hitler's remains and
those of his wife, Eva Braun,
were excavated from graves in
Magdeburg near Berlin in April
1970 on KGB orders. The remains of Nazi propaganda minister Josef Goebbels, his wife,
Magda, and their six children also
were taken.
Spiegel, citing a secret file,
said the bodies had been buried
by the Soviets at a site they occupied in Magdeburg in February
1946.
In early 1970, Spiegel said,
then-KGB chief Yuri Andropov
learned the graves existed. The
report said Andropov wrote a letter to Communist Party Chief
Leonid Brezhnev on March 13,
1970, suggesting the graves be
excavated and the remains cremated.
Brezhnev concurred, and the
bones were incinerated and destroyed during the night of April
4-5, 1970, Spiegel said.
Andropov's former chief of
staff, Vladimir Kruchkov, himself later head of the KGB and
now retired in Moscow, confirmed the file's authenticity,
Spiegel said.

by Joe Milam
interim news editor
Clemson says, "Thank you,"
to its graduate students during
National Graduate Studerjt Appreciation Week (Apr. 3 to Apr.
7). For the first time, Clemson
will join hundreds of universities
across the country in this nationwide event to expose research,
service and teaching of graduate
students across the country.
Dr. Frankie Felder, associate
dean of the graduate school,
stated, "The essence of a university is its mission. Our mission
here at Clemson is teaching, research, and service, that is exactly what you will find in our
graduate school."
The main event of National
Graduate Student Appreciation
Week will take place on Friday,
Apr. 7. The graduate school will
sponsor the First Annual Graduate Student Extravaganza in the
Clemson Ampitheatherfrom 3 to
6 p.m. If it rains, the event will be
held in the Holmes Ballroom.
This is a chance for graduate
students and faculty to ,get -acquainted away from the labs and
classrooms. Dr. Felder stated that
graduate students never have a
chance to meet each other because of long hours and work.
During the Extravaganza, refreshments and entertainment
will be provided. Outdoor prizes,

LOSE WEIGHT FEEL GREAT!
• Controls Your AppaDti. * tote Unwanted FM
• Reduces Sugar Craving! • llc^ases Erwrgy

donated by locaJ businesses, will
be given out eve^ry, 30 minutes.
Dr. Felder said, local venders
were more than willing to support the event. She said that tne
vendors were yery impressed
with what graduate students have
done for the University and for
their businesses.
Throughout the National
Graduate Student Appreciation
Week, the Cle^nson graduate
school will distribute a new
graduate publication called Profile of Academic Excellence, featuring some of the accomplishments and honors received by
graduate students each year.
Some of the graduate students
featured in this, year's issue of
Profile of Academic Excellence
include: Ron Scott, a graduate
student in electrical engineering,
Russ Johnson, President of the
Clemson .Honor Society (Alpha
.Epsilon Lambda), and Chris
•.Craighead, Industrial management doctorate.

continued from 2A
will support the direction of the
University," stated Jeff Martin,
director of conference, guest &
visitor programs.
Cathy Sam, chief public affairs officer, pleased with the new
division, said there were initially
groups doing related services that
were dissipated.
Now, she says, there are some
ways to improve services and
reduce costs.
There are many employers
who have been affected By the
budget cuts who are actually very
positive about the drastic
changes.
"Given the current funding
situation, we respected the right
of the University administration
to make these kinds of decisions,"
said Susan Underwood, director
of administration and quality
management.
"They were tough choices, but
we understand."

Clemson Open (Book
It s Our Birthday and
ftpritis fparty Month/
Author's Readings * Prizes * Specials *
Parties * General Fun & Foolishness
405-240 College Avenue * 654-6785
Mon-Sat 9:30-9 & Sunday afternoons

he Remarkable New
Energy Formula...
That Jump Starts Your Metabolism!

pare Aim Save

NOW AVAILABLE AT:

A-iaTSo"--'

Clemson Drug Co.

eft. Clemson Shopping Ctr.

TRI-CHROMAUANfc" $29.*i ««.

654-5056

c

J{ixtoqtiapk Paidle&
Wednesday, Apr. 9 4-6 p.m.
Betsy Byars
Wednesday, Apr. 26 4-6 p.m.
Kate Salley Palmer

• Extra, extra help wanted
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Graduate Assistantship
Available for Fall 1995
Employment Opportunities

The Tiger will begin accepting applications from
anyone in the College of
Commerce & Industry
graduate programs. Call
Mike at 656-2158 for more
information.

25% Off Week
Apr. 4-8 HumorWeek: Funny
books, cards, puzzles, mugs, etc.
Apr. 9-15 Great Outdoors Week:
Hiking, biking, camping,
fishing, nature guides, etc.
Apr. 16-22 Fiction Week:
All hardbacks & paperbacks
Apr. 23-30 There's No Place
Like Home Week: Cooking,
gardening, design, arts &
crafts, media arts
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's.)
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
erCarcf^

i^e tnat.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard® card. Then
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you could use it to buy the things you really want.

And with these College Master/Values® coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.

H Carnival

THE MOST POPULAR CRUISE LINE IN THE WORLD!.

JtUNNCR

SPORTS.

FREE Pair of Shorts (A $23 Value)
Run away with savings and our shorts, too. Receive
a FREE pair of shorts (a *23 value), when you purchase S65 or more on your next catalog order and
use your MasterCard* 'card. Call 1-800-551-5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Mention offer
#RRP-0720.
COLLEGE
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/*
on purchase using a Mastert
cannot be combined with an
points or offers. One free pai
per.

^asterVakie^

SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES'
GREATEST HITS ON CD
Choose either the Red album, with hits from 1962
to 1966 (26 hits including: A Hard Day's Night,
Ticket To Ride and Help) or the Blue album, 1967
to 1970 (28 hits including: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band, All You Need Is Love, and
Revolution). Buy one 2-CD set for 325.98 (a S31.98
value) or get the pair of CD sets for $47.98. To
order call 1-800-313-3323.
Offer valid 2/1 /95 to 5/31 /95. Offer valid only o
purchases using a MasterCard' card. Offer n
be combined with any other offer or discount.
Shipping and handling additional. (S3.50 per
address in the U.S.A.) Please add applicable sales
tax. Offer void where prohibited.

Save 40%

MasterValues'

ciCard' card. Offer

sterValues

Paring franchise

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

TIME

,C0LLEG£

MasterValues

CflM€lOT

1-oOOlHE ROSE"

Save $2 Off A CD Or Cassette

SAVE UP TO 25%

Yaur Wattawidi Floritt

Here's music to your ears...save 52 on one CD or
cassette priced $8.99 or more when you use your
MasterCard* card. One S2 discount per coupon.
COUPON #493
Ofiera nd coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95 Offer v
chases Jsmg a MasterCard" card. Cash redemption
void W icre prohibited, taxed or restricted. Coupon
may ni t be combined wich anv other discount
Limit c ne CD or cassette per order. Excludes

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.
> 1995 MasterCard international Incorporated

,C0LLEGf
IblasterVafofr'

CRUISE AND SAVE, PLUS
RECEIVE A FREE FANNY PACK*
Cruise the "Fun Ships®"and save up to $400 per
cabin on 3- or 4-day cruises when you use your
MasterCard* card. Cruise for as little as $299 per
person. 3rd and 4th passengers cruise FREE! Call
1-800-352-3454 for information and bookings.
West Coast callers dial: 1-800-633-0220.
Ask for COLLEGE MasterValues" Savings! Offer valid on selected sailings
through 1995. holiday blackouts apply. Must book by 5/31 /95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a MasterCard' card. Rates are per person, double
occupancy, cruise-only with air add-ons available.
Port charges/fees and taxes are additional. Offer
COLLEGf
any other discount. Ship's Registry: Liberia.

Offer and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31 /95. Offer valid only on purchases
using a MasterCard" card. Offer valid on regular priced merchandise only,
excludes clearance and sale items, delivery and other servic charges
must be redeemed at the tune of pui
'. Offer does not applv ti
a is not valid in combin
on or discount. Coupoi
mpany stores and panic
es. Coupon #44fv

i/31/95. Offer
!> a MasterCart

^sterValue^

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes.
You could use a good deal. Pier 1 can supply both.
We'll take 15% off your total purchase of all regular
price items, from colorful pillows to fun framed art.
All the supplies school calls for, plus 15% off when
you use your MasterCard* card at Pier 1.

,C0LLEG£

Offer valid 2/1/95 t.
only on purchases us

.COLLEGf.

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase

Join the club...and save 40% off the $25, three-year membership fee when you use your MasterCard" card. Enjoy
discounts of up to 50% on contact lenses, glasses, designer
sunglasses and much more at "America's #'] Vision Care
Service". For more details, call 1-800-USA-LENS and
mention offer #101.

SAVE UP TO $120
Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $30 on 10K gold, $60
on 14K gold or $120 on 18K gold. Call 1-800952-7002 for more details.

COLLEGE

Piei'liniiHirls
for a change

LCHft CAILFKC33

MT01RVED

Show the special people in your life how much
you care! Save 20% on all floral arrangements and
gift baskets of S28.45 or more, and get 25% off a
dozen roses when you use vour MasterCard'* card.
Call 1 -800-TH E-ROSE before 1pm and have your
special gift delivered the same day!
Offer valid 2/1/95 lo 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases usiuca
MasterCard1" card. Offer valid on prod ccs priced S2K.45 or more
Applicable sales tax and service charge;
Coupon is not valid with any other spi
" " nly on delivc
within the Continental I
Sunday delivery not guar

^asterValue?

pack with black adjustable waist strap.

(
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WARNER

MOTOPHOTO

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos are
priced at 59.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get one video FREE when you
buy three and use your MasterCard*' card. Call
1-800-862-7100 for your FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLEGE MasterValues*1 offer.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only
on purchases usinga MasterCard*card.Offer
may not be combined with any other offer or
discount. Offer valid for U.S. residents onlyVoid where prohibited.

^C0LLEG£

'^SterValU^

50% Off Film Developing
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
MotoPhoto...the best place for better pictures guaranteed! Take 50% off the regular price of processing
and printing when you use your MasterCard* card.
Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1.
Offer and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Cash redci
tion value
1/20. Offer valid only on purchase s using a MasterCard
ard. Limit
one coupon per customer. Cannot
with any other offers. Offer valid c c"4'i"°
JlOLLEGf.
process, 35 mm film, and standard
only. Offer valid at participating sti

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

^festerValU*'

THE SHARPER IMAGE

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
49% Off A Special
12-Week Subscription
Invest in your future and stay on top of current developments with The Wall Slreet journal. For a limited
time only, pay just 523 for a 12-week subscription
to the nation's leading business publication. To take
advantage of this special offer, call 1-800-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NE.
/alid 2/1/95 f

31/95. Offer val
a MasterCard*' c

jXLLEGf
'^stervaues'

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer
of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel and more.
Use your MasterCard* card and save 15% on a purchase of 575 or more when you shop at any one of
our 70 store locations or by mail order. Call 1-800344-4444, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the
store nearest you or for a FREE catalog.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a
MasterCard* card. Offer not valid on certain purchases. May not be
combined with Frequent Buyers'" Program, Price Matching Policy.
auction purchases, or other discounts or promotions.
Not valid on purchase of gift certificates or on
COLLEGf
previous purchases. The discount is applicable
to, and the minimum purchase based on
merchandise prices only, and excludes tax,
slopping and tax on slopping.
^St&Va\\&>
Coupon Required POS CODE: H
•waiHVdR*-
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Teen flutist plays Brooks Center
by Shane Roach
staff writer

photo courtesy SP1CMACAY

Child prodigy and world-renowned flutist Master S. Shashank, of India, will
play in the Brooks Center Thursday evening. His performance is one of the
various activities of International Week 1995 on campus.

The Clemson chapter of the Society for the Promotion
of Indian Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth
(SPICMACAY) will celebrate International Week 1995
with a flute concert by one of India's most renowned
child prodigies on Thursday evening in the Brooks Center Auditorium.
Born just sixteen years ago, Master S. Shashank of
Madras, India, has shown musical ability throughout his
young life.
When only nine months old he was found waving his
hands in perfect time with the band at a wedding ceremony. When he was four, Shashank studied singing and
violin on a government scholarship designed for fourteen-year-olds. At the age of six, he startled his violin
teacher by playing a fairly difficult piece perfectly — on
his father's flute!
Shortly thereafter Shashank refused to study the viol in
anymore, and the eccentric flute master Mali recommended that he receive only vocal training. He figured
that the boy's talent was natural and intuitive, and that to
be trained on the flute (or even hear another person
playing it) would only prevent him from developing his
own style and technique.
His father gave up his own flute-playing hobby, left
his job as professor of biochemistry at the agricultural
college in Bangalore and moved the family to the southern Indian cultural center of Madras, all for the sake of
Shashank's musical education.
During his years of training, Shashank played miniconcerts at home with accompanying musicians, with the
aim of preparing for public performance. In 1990, at the

see FLUTIST, page 3B

Poet gives insight on Irish turmoil
by Brian Davis
staff writer
This Thursday, April 6,
Clemson will receive a visit
fromPaulMuldoon, ahighly
acclaimed Northern Ireland
poet and critic.
Muldoon
currently
teaches English at Princeton
University. As a poet,
Muldoon has received much
praise with the release of his
newest book, 77ie Anna/* 0/
Chile. His other well-received works include New
Weather, Quoof, Madoc: A
Mystery and Hating the British.
"Paul Muldoon is one of
the most inventive and ambitious poets working to, day," said a critic in Times
Literary Supplement. "The
Annals of Chile is his best
rook to date."
The first presentation, "A
Poet's
View of Northern Ire«nd," is pan of the annual
Human Adventure Series

sponsored by the College of
Liberal Arts.
In the symposium,
Muldoon will field questions
from the audience relative
to his experiences as a poet
brought up in Northern Ireland. Also, he will comment
informally on the historic negotiations occurring between the Irish and British
governments, Sinn Fein and
radical Protestant paramilitary groups.
Muldoon's perspective
will give insight on how a
poet responds to the extent
of Ireland's troubles. The
format of the symposium
will be largely determined
by the audience members as
Muldoon entertains their
questions. The hour-long
presentation will take place
in the Vickery Hall Auditorium at 2 p.m.
Muldoon will read and
interpret his own work during the 7:30 p.m. presenta-

see IRISH, page 3B

fME-OUT
Collective Soul
INXS
Encomium
- page 2B

• Camp Nowhere
photo courtesy Slgrld Estrada

Irish poet Paul Muldoon will bring his work to
the Strom Thurmond Institute Thursday as
part of the annual Human Adventure Series.

• Exit to Eden
• Wes Craven's New
Nightmare - page 4B
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not shed any tears. They could
have done better for a farewell.
Encomium, which means
glowing and warmly enthusiastic praise, is well packaged with
good liner notes from the bands
included in the project. It is not
only a must for Zeppelin fans,
but a necessity for anyone whose
tastes span from the classic rock
genre which Zeppelin helped
form to the new rock which is so
aptly represented on the tribute.

Various Artists
Encomium: A Tribute to
Led Zeppelin
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ATLANTIC RECORDS

Roland, singer and guitarist, says.
"I was hoping to sell 10,000 to
20,000 records—just enough to
make a real Collective Soul album."
Now they are back with Collective Soul, a collection of rock
'n' roll songs written mostly by
Roland.
The album begins with
"Simple." Written by lead guitarist Ross Childress, the song
relates everything to simplicity.
"Simple" is highlighted with superb riffing by Childress.
"Gel," the radio hit for which
the album is most famous; put
simply, rocks. The song was written for the motion picture
soundtrack for The Jerky Boys.
Roland says the song symbolizes
"the coming together of mankind. Thatandprankphonecalls."
With Collective Soul released,
the group plans to tour with Van
Halen.
However, sometime in the
near future, Collective Soul wants
to start their own tour.
"We still have a lot of growing
up to do," says Roland. "It's fun
to do the opening act thing for big
bands, but we need to settle in on
our own in smaller venues."

Collective Soul
by Mike McCombs
staff critic
Hot spot: "Dancing Days"
Low blow: "Misty Mountain
Hop"
Bottom line: Quality, Quality, Quality!
With the glut of tribute albums that have flooded the market over the past several years, it
is sometimes difficult to find one
which lives up to the saying that
imitation is the best form of flattery.
This compilation is one of
those rare gems.
The strongest track is the Stone
Temple Pilots' cover of "Dancing Days" from Houses of the
Holy. The Southern Californiabased group provides a track
which is true to the original but
still manages to add their own
stylistic touch, a common trait
among much of the album.
Hootie and the Blowfish contribute a more than adequate doup of "Hey Hey What Can I Do"
to the package. Darius Rucker
brings his deep vocals, which
have made Hootie one of the most
popular new bands, to the greatest b-side in rock "n' roll.
Many Zeppelin fans may question the inclusion of a band like
Duran Duran on an album paying
tribute to their idols. There is not
a whole lot of similarity between
the two bands. Perhaps this is
why, in "Thank You," Duran
Duran turns in one of the better
tracks on the album. It is entirely
possible to listen to the song all
the way through and have no idea
that you are listening to Duran
Duran.
On "Four Sticks," the offering
of the Rollins Band, the energy is
more than intense. Led by the
former Black Flag vocalist Henry
Rollins, the band provides a track
which sometimes makes you
wonder if the building is going to
collapse around you. His style
strays somewhat from Led
Zeppelin's blues-inspired, hardrock style, but nonetheless it is
quite moving.
The only track which doesn't
come close to living up to the
original is 4 Non Blondes version of "Misty Mountain Hop."
This is the group's final
recording,and many people will

Collective Soul
ATLANTIC RECORDS

by Meraj Anas
staff critic
Hot Spot: "Gel"
Low Blow: None
Bottom Line: Collective Soul
has improved since their previous album.
After releasing their platinum
album Hints, Allegations and
Things Left Unsaid, playing at
Woodstock '94 and touring with
Aerosmith, Collective Soul return with their best effort yet.
The band claimed that they
released their first album simply
to be heard by anyone who would
listen.
"We were very shocked," Ed

Illtown Records is back with
its newest group The Rottin
Razkals. "Oh Yeah," their debut
single, may be a "Rottin" production, but the lyrics are definitely fresh.
Some of you seasoned rap fans
may think, "Hey, these guys remind me of Naughty!"
And why not? Naughty by
Nature produced the Razkals and
have integrated their own style
into the mix.
"Oh Yeah" has a vibrant flow
and a catchy beat-^the essential
ingredients to any rap hit. Of
course the maxi-single contains
the radio and LP versions of "Oh
Yeah." And for. anyone who
claims that these guys do not
have lyrics, the Razkals have an
a capella cut'nn the single as
well.If that was not enough, this
single contains another track
called "A-yo." While it is not as
smooth as the first track, it is
definitely worth listening to. This
may be another one of Naughty's
influences: Think "A-yo" and
"Hey Ho."
Ypu may be wondering, "Do
all of the song titles sound like
something that someone would
scream out loud?" Maybe... but
who really cares? If all of the
tracks keep your head bobbing
like these do, this album is sure to
be a hit.
Rottin Ta Da Core , the name
of the LP, is out in record stores
now, and it is worth everyfcent of
your rap dollar. Keep your eyes
on these guys; they have potential.

INXS
The Greatest Hits
ATLANTIC RECORDS

&#&&

by Shane Roach
staff critic
Hot Spots: "What You
Need," "The Strangest Party"
Low Blow: Where the hell is
"Mediate"?
Bottom Line: Maybe not
complete, but still a great collection
After 17 years together, the
Australian pop-rock group INXS
has released a career-retrospective album with two seemingly
obligatory new songs.
The fact that INXS has stayed
together through 10 albums is a
minor miracle. Considering their
worldwide success and music of
consistent high quality, though,
it is not that much of a surprise.
The Greatest Hits includes 16
songs, from "The One Thing"
from 1983's Shabooh Shoobah
to the new "The Strangest Party."
Almost all of these songs show
off INXS's signature sound, an
energetic, edgy style that does
not get dulled by smooth studio
production values.
For fans with a decent amount
of INXS in their music libraries,
The Greatest Hits may not be
worth the price of admission
alone, but for folks looking to fill
a gap, it is just what you need.

Rottin Razkals
Oh Yeah
ILLTOWN RECORDS

What are you waiting for???
It suits our high standards.
Sorta kinda groovyish.
Die-hard fans might like it.
Don't waste your money.

by Larry Allen
staff critic
Hot spot: "Oh Yeah"
Low blow: None (maxisingle)
Bottom line: Nice beat and
flow; worth having.

SPICMACAY
Presents

S. SHASHANK
Genius on the flute
Concert: 7:30 p.m., Thursday,

6th of April 1995
Brooks Center Auditorium

This Weekend at the Y-Theater

Lecture: 6:30 p.m., Wednesday,

5th of April 1995,
Rm.117, Brooks Centre.
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FREE ADMISSION

THE WORD IS OUT!
"ROAD WARRIOR"
IS A HIT!

' Extra, extra help wanted
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See it on the Big Screen
Sun.
7 & 9:30 p.m.
Only
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Graduate Assistantship
Available for Fall 1995

Lowest Priced Concessions in the Area!
■
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Showing April 14, 15, 16
i
i
All seats only 98$
i _____ i
i
i
Main
Movie: Spaceballs
i
i
i
i
Midnight Movie: Airplane
Special Matinee Movie:
The Many Adventures of Winnie the
5 p.m. Sat/Sun

i
i

i
i
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i
i
i
i
i ___ i
i
i
i
i
i
i

Pooh

Sponsored by the Union Films & Video Committee
Meetings held Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
at the Y-Theater located in Holtzendorff Hall

Employment Opportunities

The Tiger will begin acccpti ng applicati o n s from
anyone in the English or
Professional Communications graduate programs.
Call Mike at 656-2158 for
more information.

April 4,1995
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Book salutes Monty Python
George Perry
The Life of Python
RUNNING PRESS

by Christopher Nixon
staff critic
The Life of Python is
subtitled'The History of
Something Completely Different." This is exactly what
this book is. It is not a collection of their material (though
some is printed), but rather a
history of each of the Pythons
and their work.
After the introduction, author George Perry introduces
each member of the Monty
Python troupe. Biographies
of each individual include
when and where he was born,
and a short history of his childhood.
Each biography also informs the reader about what
each Python did before,- during and after the Monty
Python's Flying Circus seasons, both with the group and
alone. The book follows
Monty Python's Flying Circus from its inception in 1969
to the last
original
airing

on December 5,1974. The reader
is informed of the differences in
the group, in which three "subgroups" formed.
One pair was Michael Palin
and Terry Jones, who attended
Oxford. Another pair was John
Cleese and Graham Chapman,
who were Cambridge alumni.
The third group comprised Terry
Gilliam, from Occidental College in Los Angeles and Eric
Idle, from Pembroke College.
rm unison of s«»««m& ctwumr mntim

Creative differences within the
group are discussed and reasons
for John Cleese's departure from
the fourth series, when the show
had started deteriorating, are
broached.
After Flying Circus, each
member went his separate way,
though many times two or more
would collaborate on a project.
TheLifeofPythonlists every
project the Python s

were involved in, from movies and television to recording and publishing.
Three Monty Python motion pictures were made, if*eluding The Holy Grail, The
Life of Brian and The Meaning of Life, in which all six
members were present.
Perry guages the success
of each Monty Python venture, in terms of how much
money it produced and how
popular it was. He also gives
behind-the-scenes views of
each production.
The book is a chronological look at the Monty Python
phenomenon. It is.very informative, but to be enjoyed, the
reader needs more than a general knowledge of the group.
The book ends with a summary of the memorial services for Graham Chapman,
who died of throat cancer in
1989.
Interspersed with many
photographs, The Life of Python delivers an excellent
view into the minds of the
creators of the Dead Parrot
sketch, the Cheese Shop
sketch, the Spanish Inquisition and the Black Knight.
This book is a must read for
any Pythonophile or fan of
comedy.

rrj^g

Flutist arrives
continued from IB
age of eleven, he gave his first
classical concert'in Adelaide,
Australia.
With his confidence bolstered
by the Australian performance,
Shashank was ready wtien he' was
invited the next year to play before a knowledgeable, critical
audience af,the Madras Music
Academy, which is the ultimate
honor for any Carnatic musician.
In his first concert in his native land, Shashank played with
such skill and passion that the
audience granted him a standing
ovation.
Since then, Shashank has performed before adoring audiences
all over India, as well as Japan,
Singapore, Australia, Great Brit-

ain, and the United States. His
intense devotion to his music has
left him a bit of a loner, with few
friends his own age, but he feels
that the experience of traveling
the world makes up for that.
He is also far from a one-sided
individual, with'interests in travel,
adventure books, and aviation.
"If I were not a musician, I would
be a pilot," he says.
Shashank's performance wi"
be a recital of Indian classical
Carnatic music. He will be accompanied by violinist Mysore
Manjunath and percussionists
Arjun Kumar, playing the
mridangam, and V. Suresh on the
ghatam. The concert is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
the Brooks Center Auditorium.
Admission for the event is free.

Irish poet speaks
continued from IB
tion in the Strom Thurmond
Institute's Self Auditorium.
This second presentation
is part of Clemson's lecture
series in British Studies, which
is supported by a grant from
the South Carolina Humanities Council. The actual for-

mat of the poetry reading will
be of Muldoon's own choosing, but it is assumed that he
will concentrate on his more
recent work and perhaps even
some unpublished pieces.
The symposium and the poetry reading are both free to
the public.

EUROPE 4
gfJUST IMAGINE...
. M§U could be sitting here!

*
<«

LONDON $298
PARIS
$299
AMSTERDAM$299
ROME
$329
ATHENS $369
MADRID $309
PRAGUE $329
Fares from Atlanta, each way.
International Student ID required. Fares subject to change.
Taxes NOT included.

1-800-2-COUNCIL

Stressed over writing?

BECOME AN
"A"STUDENT
OF THE ROAD.

Students can see a Writing Center tutor at any
stage in the writing process, from invention and
organization to documentation and grammar.
Please call 656-3280 for an appointment!
Hours for Spring '95:
Monday-Thursday: 10-4
^
Friday: 10-3

The Writing Center

212 Daniel Hall

A Motorcycle RiderCourse is for
everyone who wants to have more
fun riding, while becoming a ^j
better, safer rider. Call 1-800447-4700 to join the class. I
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION i

1-800-226-8624

Restaurant Jobs

Students Wanted!
THIS IS AN ALERT FOR ALL STUDENTS! We've got something great going on at our Shoney's in Clemson that we would
Eke you to be a part of. Shoney's is a fun place to work. If you
are a sharp, enthusiastic person and need extra cash for those
school needs... Then Check Shoney's Out! We have schedules
available to fit your needs, including full-time, part-time, day,
evening or weekend shifts. The following positions are now
available on our staff:
I I

In Clemson

Servers (Great Tips)

I I

Cooks/Prep Cooks

I I

Salad Bar Attendants

I I

Cashiers/ Hostesses

I—I

Bussers/Dishwashers

We offer, Excellent Pay, Paid Vacation, 401 (k) Retirement Plan.
Monthly Employee Incentives, Grp. Medical/Dental/Life Ins.
Meal Discounts and Paid Training. Check Us Out!

d and unfurnished • Effidencie
Washers and dryers in most ur

■n townhouses and flats • 2 full
ampus • Some with fireplaces
ilrth

Mid-wee

Apply 2 pm - 5 pm daily at our Clemson location
1053 Tiger Blvd.

SHONEYS
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Tentative Release Week of
April 1-7*

by Meraj K. Anas
staff writer

Digger
Rated PG

Last Week's Biggest Title:
Craven's New Nightmare
This Week's Biggest Title:
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
Bottom Line: Last week had severalgood titles, such as Wes Craven's
New Nightmare, Camp Nowhere, and
A Simple Twist of Fate. Unfortunately, this week is fdled with unpopular movies that were not released in the theaters.

Videos Released Last
Week

Attack of the 5'2 yy
Women
Rated R
PARAMOUNT

Julie Brown stars in this National
Lampoon's movie about two of the
most popular tabloid women in the
country, Tonya Harding and Lorena
Bobbitt. The comedy consists of two
individual stories: "Tonya: The BattJe
of Wounded Knee" and "He Never
Give Me Orgasm: The Lenora Babbitt
Story." Excited? Don't be.

PARAMOUNT

$$$
summer camp where there are "no parents, no counselors, and no rules." The
movie was worth over $10 million in the
box office.

HOLLYWOOD

$$$
Christopher Lloyd and Jonathan
Jackson star in this comedy about a

Rated R
TOUCHSTONE

Exit to Eden

&&'«*'«''

Rated R
HBO

Steve Martin is at it again. The movie
is about a twi st of fate, which brings a man
and a woman together. In the spirit of
When Harry Met Sally comes this comical
love story. The movie only briefly appeared in the theaters, earning over $3
million.

###
Rosie O'Donnell, Dan Aykroyd and
Dana Delaney star in this comedy about
detectives Fred and Sheila, two cops who
go undercover on an island paradise in
search of jewel thieves. Fred takes the
role of an island maintenance worker,
while Sheilafinds herself in akinky leather
outfit with a whip. If you're dying to see
Rosie in leather, get this one! Of course,
you ought to be shot.

Imaginary Crimes
Rated PG
WARNER

Camp Nowhere
Rated PG

A Simple Twist of Fate

Thisdrama stars Harvey Keitel, Fairuza
Balk and Kelly Lynch. The story is about
a father who makes countless attempts to
get rich quickly. Yet while doing so, his
schemes make him forget his daughter,
who decides to fend for herself.

Wes Craven's New
Nightmare
Rated R
TURNER

Adam Hann-Byrd, Olympia
Dukakis, and Leslie Nielsen star in this
touching family story of a young boy
who stay Ts with his relatives in the
beautiMPacific Northwest. The movie
has been compared to The Man in the
Moon and My Girl.

Priscilla, Queen of
the Desert
Rated R
POLYGRAM

$$$
This comedy, starring Terrence
Stamp, is about three cross-dressing
entertainers in their trip across the desert
via a bus named Priscilla. The movie
earned $10.4 million in the theaters.

Younger & Younger
From the director of the original A
Nightmare on Elm Street comes the latest
Freddy horror flick. Robert Englund and
Heather Langenkamp star in this movie,
reuniti ng the stars from the original. However, this tale focuses less on the gruesoroeness of Freddy. The movie was
worth $17.7 million in the box office.

Rated R
PARAMOUNT

$$$
Donald Sutherland, Lolita
DavidovicH and Brendan Fraser star
in this comedy about a marriage made
in hell. The couple soon hate each
other. Yet the relationship grows and
the two find that their marriage is in
fact "a match made in heaven."
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A CLOSER LOOK
The Gamecocks
have beaten the
Tigers in four of the
last five meetings in
baseball.

Wrestling program eliminated
by Jon Cooper
interim layout coordinator
Clemson has officially discontinued
the wrestling program, effective at the
conclusion of the 1995 academic year.
The announcement, which came on March
16, comes in the wake of coach Gil

Sanchez's resignation and allegations that
the team used an ineligible wrestler in a
match in Virginia. However, the University cited financial constraints as grounds
for the programs discontinuation.
"Due to the forecasted trends regarding
escalating tuition costs caused by the reduction in state funding, as well as numerous other forecasted financial constraints,

the University felt the need to examine
several options," stated Clemson athletic
director Bobby Robinson. "Currently, we
are without a full-time head coach, as well
as an assistant, and it would be unrealistic
to hire those individuals knowing that
Clemson could not make a long term commitment."
However, sophomore wrestler Brendan

Buckley disagreed. "All of the excuses
they gave weren't true," he said. "They
said that it was all financial... none of it
was true.
k
"I think [gender equity] is what it was
- that and the violation," continued
Buckley. "They're not going to say that's

see CONTROVERSY, page 10A

Orange wins
spring game
by Billy Ebner
interim sports editor
With spring comes the color
of green, and Nealon Greene definitely showed his colors at the
Orange and White game last Saturday. The Orange team won the
game 34-0 as Greene threw for
207 yards and three touchdowns.
"We are pleased with how our
football team has responded this
spring," said coach Tommy West.
"I think there has been progress
made in just about every area on
our football team. I thought we
looked more like a team today
than the last time we left this
field."
The White team received the
ball first and quickly moved down
field on a third down run of 31
yards from Anthony Downs. On
the next play from scrimmage,
Chris Robbins passed to Henry
Guess for a 29-yard gain, giving
the White team a first and goal at
the two yard line.
The White team was unable to
get into the end zone and decided
to go for the field goal. From

there it went downhill, as Brett
Williams blocked the field goal
attempt.
"Everybody gave a good effort," said Williams. "We just
wanted to come out and show
that our hard work paid off. I'm
looking toward next year with a
lot of anticipation. We are a much
better team than we were last
year."
Although Nealon Greene
threw an interception on Orange's
first possession, the defense
stayed strong thanks to a 12-yard
sack from Patrick Sapp. On
fourth-and-27, the White team
had to punt and gave the Orange
team the ball at the 11-yard line.
From there, the Orange team
went on a nine-play, 89-yard
touchdown drive. Greene went
5-6 on the drive including two
passes to Antwuan Wyatt.
Raymond Priester scored the first
touchdown on a one-yard plunge.
In the second quarter, it was
back and forth until Brian
Dawkins broke the game wide
open with an 88-yard intercep-

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

The Tigers came out passing Saturday in the annual Orange & White
see OFFENSE, page game, but sophomore Lamont Pegues added 63 yard on 14 rushes to
10A help balance the Orange team's offensive attack.

Tigers win UNC series, drop in rankings
by Mike McCombs
staff writer
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Tyrone Walker/head photographer

Mark Watson pitched six perfect innings Sunday, helping lead Clemson to victory.

The Tiger faithful had their
brooms poised and ready Sunday, but never put them to use.
Clemson had to settle for two out
of three against North Carolina
last weekend at Tiger Field.
The Tar Heels won 11 -8 in the
final game of the series which
saw the Tigers leave 15 runners
on base. Clemson left a total of
40 men on in the series despite
scoring 20 runs on Saturday.
"We just didn't get a hit when
we needed to all day long," said
Tiger coach Jack Leggett.
The Tigers were frustrated
throughout the day in their efforts catch-up. After the Tigers
took a 2-0 lead in the second on a
towering Matt LeCroy homerun,
starter Kris Benson gave up three
runs in the third and was touched

for two more before being lifted
in the fourth. This was the second
straight shaky outing for Benson
who gave up four runs in 3 2/3
innings in the Tiger loss to the
Gamecocks onTuesday.
"He didn't have his rhythm
going again and was having
trouble commanding both his
fastball and his breaking ball,"
said Leggett.
Clemson fought back to win
the first game on Friday after the

tar Heels came back to tie the
game in the eighth. Shane
Monahan led off the inning with
a walk. Jason Dawsey initially
tried to bunt him over, but after
being unsuccessful, he pulled the
bat back and singled to left. David
Miller followed with the single
that drove in the winning run.
"It was good to see him
[Miller] come up at that time,"

see TIGERS, page 9A

This Week in Clemson
♦ Women's Tennis vs. South Carolina today, 1 p.m.
♦ Baseball vs. South Carolina - tonight,
7:15 p.m.
♦ Men'sTennis vs. Ga. Tech -April.5, TBA
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teams trium
Women defeat Furman, N. C. State

Men beat UM,Va. Commonwealth
by Meredith L. Thomas
staff writer

by Emma Peetz
staff writer
Clemson defeated the Lady Paladins
7-0 and the Lady Wolfpack 5-4 to end
another weekend of tennis.
"It was a brief trip to Furman University," said Johnston. "The girls played
great and earned some confidence for the
next match against N.C. State."
On Sunday two freshman, Devrin Carr
and Selina Dunworth, clinched the N.C.
State match for the Lady Tigers. Dunworth
was a last minute substitute at No.3
doubles. She replaced Melissa Odom who
was overcome by a foot injury after losing
in three sets.
"I was proud of the freshman," said
captain Shannon King. "They played like
seniors in that third set."
Clemson's No. 1 player Jan Barrett lost
to 63rd-ranked Kylie Hunt in three sets.
"I didn't take advantage of her weaknesses in the final set," said Barrett. "I
couldn't seem to get the momentum back
like I had in the first set. Still, I was very
-* proud of the team win."
Jan's comments sum up Coach
Johnston's thoughts on her match.
"I complimented Kylie for grabbing
the momentum and never giving it back."
said Johnston.
Coach Johnston was excited to win the
match after drawing at 3-3 after the singles
matches.
"We needed to win a match that came
down to doubles," said Johnston. "Selina
and Devrin showed great poise on the
court but everyone pitched in for the win."
Today the Lady Tigers will host USC
at 1p.m.
Clemson 7, Furman 0
Singles
1. Jan Barrett (C) d. Amy Ditty (FU) 6-0,6-1.
2. Emma Peetz (C) d. Shannon Clement (FU) 6-0,6-1.
3. Melissa Odom (C) d. Tara Hardin (FU) 6-2,6-1.
4. Anna Trepanter (C) d. Brannon Morris (FU) 6-0,6-1.
■5. Devrin Carr (C) d. Elizabeth Bell (FU) 6-1,6-0.
6. Selina Dunsworth (C) d. Frances Price (FU) 6-0,6-1.

The Clemson Tigers men's tennis team
split their matches this past Saturday and
Sunday. They defeated Maryland 7-0 but
lost to Virginia Commonwealth 6-1.
This put Clemson's overall record at a
14-8 and 4-0 in the ACC. The Tigers are
ranked 35th in the nation.
The Tigers defeated Maryland winning all of the singles and doubles matches.
Clemson was only pushed to a third set in
singles and let the Terrapins only score
four points in the doubles' matches.

$ Tiger
Tennis

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

Karolina Jutkiewicz helped lead the Lady Tigers to victories over Furman and N. C. State. Clemson needed to win
its last doubles match to secure the 5-4 victory.
Doubles.
1. Trepanier/Peetz (C) d. Dirty/Morris (FU) 8-2.
2. Barrett/Odom (C) d. Clement/Bell (FU) 8-2.
3. Carr/Dunworth (C) d. Hardin/Ashley Phillips (FU) 8-4.
Clemson 5, N. C. State 4
Singles
1. Kylie Hunt (NCS) d. Jan Barrett (C) 2-6,6-0,6-3.

2. Emma Peetz (C) d. Margie Zimmer (NCS) 6-2,7-6.
3. Blari Sutton (NSC) d. Karolina Jutkiewicz (C) 4-6,6-2,6-1.
4. Chastity Chandler (NSC) d. Melissa Odom (C) 6-7,7-6,6-4.
5. Annie Trepanier (C) d. Laura Cowman (NSC) 1-6,6-1, 6-2.
6. Devrin Carr (C) d. Meredith Quinn (NSC) 7-5,6-2.
Doubles.
1. Hunt/Zimmer (NSC) d. Trepanier/Peetz (C) 6-1,6-1.
2. Barrett/Jutkiewicz (C) d. Sutton/Chandler (NSC) 6-3,6-4.
3. Carr/Dunworth (C) d. Cowman/Allen (NSC) 6-4,4-6,6-4.

Chris Angell, who is ranked 66th in the
country, won his match 6-1, 4-6, 6-2.
Mitch Sprenglemeyer and Frank Salazar
claimed victory in their doubles match
and are ranked 25th in the nation.
Clemson faced defeat by Virginia Commonwealth in Richmond, Va. on Sunday.
VCU swept Clemson in singles' matches.
The Tigers brought home two in
doubles. Chris Angell and Bruce Li won
their doubles match 8-4, and Cris Robinson
and Charly Rasheed received victory in
their match with a score of 8-3.
The men's tennis team is currently
ranked 35th in the nation in the Rolex
Collegiate Tennis Rankings. Chris Angell
is ranked 70th individually.
Clemson 7, Maryland 0
Singles
1. Angell (CU) d. Schultz (UM) 6-1,4-6,6-2
2. Springelmeyer (CU) d. Lipitz (UM) 6-1,6-1
3. U (CU) d. Nussbaum (UM) 6-1,6-1
4. Salazar (CU) d. Emark (UM) 6-3,6-3
5. Robinson (CU) d. Kaplan (UM) 6-0, 6-0
6. Rasheed (CU) d. Wang (UM) 6-4,6-1
Doubles
1. Salazar-Springelmeyer (CU) d. Schultz-Lipitz (UM) 8-2
2. Angell-Li (CU) d. Nussbaum-Wang (UM) 8-0
3. Rasheed-Robinson (CU) d. Kaplan-Alire (UM) 8-1

Tigers sweep Clemson Invitational
by Mike McCombs
staff writer

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

The Tigers ran away from the competition winning 15 events at the
Clemson Invitational. Duane Ross finished first in three events.

There is no place like home.
At least that is what the Clemson
men's and women's track teams
must be saying after sweeping the
Clemson Invitational Saturday at
Rock Norman Track.
The Lady Tigers won seven
events and posted 138 points
while their closest competitor,
Eastern Michigan, finished 42
points behind.
Nikki Sims, recently voted
Clemson's Most Valuable
Trackster for the women's outdoor track team, led the way by
winning both the discus and shot
put events. Her shot put throw of
48' 4 1/2" was an NCAA provisional qualifying distance.
Freshman Jane Hale won the
100m in 14.25 seconds, while
fellowrookie Samantha Watt took
the 400m dash in 54.93.
The other three victories were
all from seniors. Jodie Phillips
claimed the javelin event with a
throw of 146'8".
Tina Jensen and Mareike
Ressing won the 5000m and
1500m respectively.

If it was possible, the men had
an even better day. They won
eight events and scored 88 points,
47 more than second place Western Carolina.
Senior Duane Ross led the way
for the men's track team. Ross
won the 110m hurdles and the
200m dash. His time of 13.90
seconds in the 110m hurdles gave
him an NCAA provisional qualifying mark.
Along with teammates Tony
Wheeler, Carlton Chambers, and
Enayat Oliver, Ross also won the
4x100 relay event.
Sophomore Scott Autrey won
the5000min 15:13.43, and teammate Trent Kirk finished in second by 23.69 seconds. Todd
Holliday won the 3000m steeplechase in 9:30.53.
David Hartzler took the pole
vault, while Matt Helinski won
both the discus and hammer
events.
The 4x400 team of Mitchel
Francis, Aaron Haynes, Shawn
Thomas and Greg Hines won their
event with a time of 3:13.16.
Hines, a freshman, also finished second in the 400m hurdles
with an NCAA provisional qualifying time of 51.17 seconds.
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Golfers finish 12th
by Macy Chatneuff
staff writer
This past weekend, the Clem-,
son golf team competed in the
1995 Carpet Capital Classic in
Dalton, Ga. The Tigers finished
twelfth overall in the three day
tournament.
The first day for the Tigers
ended in a tie with Duke for thirteenth place with a team score of
309. The Stanford held first place
with a score of 293.

The Tigers were led on the
first day by Mike Byce, who shot
a 76 to finish in 31st place. This
placed Byce only four over par.
Charles Warren shot a 78 while
Chad Starliper shot a 79 for 50th
place. John Walker finished out
the day with an 88 in 74th place.
On the second day, Georgia
Tech came in first place with a
total score of 573 points. Clemson placed eighth with a total of
612 points and were tied for
eighth place with N.C. State and
Wake Forest.

The top Tigers on the second
day were Starliper, White, Warren, Byce and Walker. Overall,
Starliper was in first place for
Clemson with 612 points total.
During the third round of Jhe
tournament, the Tigers dropped
to twelfth place.
Starliper had the best overall
performance for Clemson. White
and Warren also played well for
the Tigers.
Their next tournament will be
at the Ping/MacGregor Invitational in Cary, N.C. on April 8-9.

Welcome back

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

Keith Jennings returned to Clemson to watch his former team in
the annual Orange & White game. Chicago Bears teammate Donnell
Wolford was also on the sidelines for the game.

Tigers take 2 of 3
Finish weekend at 28-3
"When he [Monahan] hits
and really gets it going and plays
said Leggett. "We certainly feel well, it seems to be contagious,"
good about him when he comes said Leggett.
to the plate right now because
Left fielder Gary Burnham,
he's got a lot of confidence, and who had three of the Tigers five
he's seeing the ball real well."
hits Tuesday in Columbia, con"Jason did a nice job," Leggett- tributed four RBF s. Matt LeCroy
added. "We talked about if they went three for four and also added
were breathing down his neck, to three RBI's on a day that saw 12
pull the bat back and slash and try Tigers get hits.
to work that open area where the
"We just went out and banged
third baseman was. He just ex- the ball around," said Burnham.
ecuted and put it right wriere.it
Offense wasn't the only story
was supposed to be. When you as Mark Watson pitched a suput men on first and second base perb game, carrying a perfect
with Miller and Burnham com- game into the seventh inning. He
ing up, you feel pretty good."
went seven, and allowed only
Leggett started Dawsey in cen- three baserunners.
ter because JeromeRobinson was
"[A perfect game] is one of
injured. He hinted that it might, those things where you're conbe more than temporary.
stantly aware of it, but you're not
"It's something we're going really thinking about it," said
to take a look at because he's so Watson. "It's a kind of a jinx if
aggressive," said Leggett. "He's someone mentions it so no one
one of our best outfielders. He said a word."
throws the ball very well. He's
"Mark had good control, the
very aggressive offensively. He best control he's had all year
puts the ball in play. He just finds long," remarked Leggett.
ways to get on base."
Clemson improved to 11-1 in
Billy Koch pitched well, but ACC play and 28-3 overall. The
didn't get the win. He struck out Tigers will try to avenge the USC
nine in his 7 2/3 innings,and only loss when Jason Dawsey faces
allowed five men to reach base. the Gamecocks here tonight.
Scott Winchester came on in the Dawsey struck out 14 in his last
eighth and earned his second win. outing against Western Carolina.
"He [Koch] really had it going
"L ve got a lot of confidence in
tonight," said Leggett. "I'd like Jason," said Leggett. "He's such
to see that every time out. That a competitor. He really has that
would be nice. I hope that is a look in his eye like he's going to
sign of things to come from him." make things happen. He throws
In the second game, the Tigers strikes. If we go down, we know
finally broke out of their hitting we're going to go down with our
slump. Clemson pounded the Tar most competitive kid."
Heels for 20 runs in front of a
"I wanted to pitch against them
record crowd of 6,223. Shane down there, but I was only on
Monahan led the way with three three days rest and that wasn't a
hits and two RBIs.
big deal to me," said Dawsey.
"I'm seeing it [the ball] a lot "Since I'm from there, I'm ready
better now," said Monahan.
to pitch against them."

continued from 7A

PURE
PIZZA HUT

If you love the taste of true quality, nothing else comes close.
NOW OPEN LATER FOR DELIVERY ON
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, AND SATURDAY

Pick 'file Taste America Loves!

INTRODUCING NSW A T PIZZA HUT
CALL:
STUFFED CRUST PIZZA
654-TO-GO(8646)

CHEESE IN THE CRUST
14" SINGLE TOPPEVG-$9.99

Hot Pockets And Lean Pockets Are The Tasty Hot Meals In A Crispy Crust.
• Pepperoni Pizza • Ham & Cheese
• Sausage & Pepperoni Pizza Deluxe
• Turkey & Ham with Cheese
..
• Turkey, Broccoli & Cheese

DELIVERY OR
TAKEOUT

• Beef & Cheddar

_

*-^/\-/''SN/V^-T___^

• Chicken Fajita

Available at

Bi-Lo, Winn Dixie
ortL/IALo rOn

and other fine stores
in your area
(in the freezer section)

APRIL-CARRYOUT/DELIVERY

NO COUPONS REQUIRED

TWO MEDIUM SINGLE TOPPINGS $10.00-ALL DAY EVERYDAY
TWO LARGE SINGLE TOPPINGS $13.00-ALL DAY EVERYDAY

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL(AFTER

MFG. COUPON

Save $1.00

9:00 PM)

MEDIUM SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA, ORDER OF WINGS,
AND TWO 12 OZ. SOFT DRINKS

$10.00 MUST ASK FOR

fPfOOEK

This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated. Any other use constitutes
fraud. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE. To the
retailer: Chef America will reimburse you for the face value of this coupon plus 8c if submitted in compliance with the term of this offer. Valid only if redeemed by distributors of
our merchandise or anyone specifically authorized by Chef America. Cash value 1/20C.
Mail to Chef America. CMS Department 43695, One Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840.

££f

,p\N'P0(MK

ON
TWO

when you buy any 2 packages of
Hot Pockets® or Lean Pockets®
(any combination)

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL

H

EXPIRES JULY 31, 1995
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Offense improves Controversy surrounds cut
continued from 7A
tion return for a touchdown. Richard Magnus missed the extra
point, but the Orange team led at
halftime with a 13-0 lead.
With the start of the second
half, the Orange team took over
the game with a touchdown drive
that only took 3:40. They ran
most of the way with 30 yards
from Priester and 34 yards from
Pegues. Tony Home scored the
touchdown on a six-yard pass
~ from Greene.
On the next Orange possession, Greene nailed Home with a
40-yard TD pass. The drive took
eight plays and 90 yards and included a 35-yard catch by Wyatt.
"We started off very slow,"
said Home. "As the game progressed on, we picked up the
momentum and started putting
points on the board. We have a
lot of people on our team that can
make a play at any time."
When the White team got the
ball back, they fumbled it away
and Lamarick Simpson recovered for the Orange team. Orange went on to score another
touchdown, giving them a lead
of 34-0. Greene connected to
Wyattforthe 15-yard touchdown.
ii "It was a total team effort,"
said Wyatt. "The guys we recruited were recruited for an option attack, and we were trying to
work into a new offense. I think
that we just needed some time to
work into that new offense."
The White team was given
one last chance to score, as Ashley
Byrd ran for 42 yards. Byrd, a
walk-on, carried seven straight

times in the last seven minutes of
the game. However, the Orange
defensive stayed tough and never
allowed a touchdown.
Pegues was the leading rasher
in the game with 60 yards, while
Orange teammate Priester had
42 yards rushing. Wyatt had 110
yards and a touchdown, while
Home caught three passes for 72
-yards and two touchdowns.
"In the second half, we came
out unstoppable and that's what
we need to do," said Greene.
"Once I have time to throw, I can
complete a lot of passes. I was
fortunate to have my receivers
come up with great catches and
to tack on yards after the catch."
On defense, Brett Williams
had a blocked field goal, two
sacks, and five tackles. Sapp
made seven tackles, while Mond
Wilson had seven unassisted
tackles. In the secondary, Andre
Carter made eight tackles for the
Orange team.
For the White team James
Jenkins rushed for 53 yards, and
Downs had 47 yards rushing.
"We wanted to be efficient in
thro wing the football," said coach
Clyde Christiansen. "We want to
be able to throw the ball if that's
what the defense gives you. We
are making baby steps toward
that. It's not an easy transition."
"I think that were going to be
better," added Christiansen. "I
think that we have a chance to be
solid on offense. Last year, we
were looking for players. This
year were looking for depth.
We're looking for experience.
We're still one full year away
from being a solid team."

Continued from 7A
what it was, but next year I heard
they're adding girls softball in
place of us."
With the program discontinued the wrestlers have to look
elsewhere to continue their careers.
"Although we will no longer
recruit or compete in the sport of
wrestling, the student-athleteswith eligibility remaining will be
given every opportunity to continue their education at Clemson," added Robinson.
"The student-athletes will be
offered scholarships for next year
at the same amount awarded to
them for the 1994-95 academic
year.
The university has given permission for other institutions to
contact Clemson wrestlers interested in transferring. Under
NCAA regulations, wrestlers

may transfer without sitting out
an academic year since the program has been discontinued.
Buckley, who is already talking to other schools, said he was
definitely going to transfer. He
currently has plans to visit Oklahoma, Fresno State, Missouri, and
UNC. "I'd like to go to Oklahoma, there or Fresno State, because they have top-10 teams."
- In spite of the program cut,
Robinson promised strong financial support for the universities
other varsity programs.
"This move will assist athletics to remain among the small
number of Division I athletic
departments nationally not to ran
a deficit," said Robinson.
"Fortunately we will continue
to fully fund Clemson's 18 men's
and women's programs with an
overall goal of competing for
Atlantic Coast Conference and
NCAA championships."

Wrestling is the youngest of
all men's varsity sports at Clemson, an in the program's 19-year
history, Clemson has produced
three NCAA individual championships and four top-20 finishes.
Noel Loban won the crown in
1980, andSamHensontookhome
titles in 1993 and 1994.
Clemson closed the door on
the program with Brendan
Buckley and Aaron Strobel competing in the NCAA Tournament.
Each earned a wild card entry in
the tournament after third-place
finishes in the ACC Tournament.
Buckley advanced to the round
of 16 before being eliminated.
On his las match as a Clemson
wrestler, Buckley said, "I feel
good. I was beating the national
champ before I got stuck.
"After that, I won my next
two," continued Buckley. "And I
beat the guy who finished second
in the ACC."

BE CAREFUL. ITS LOADED.

1 l\/l
The Joseph F.Sullivan Wellness
Center invites all students, faculty,
and staff to participate in the 1995
Slim Down Challenge.
Registration will be April 4 and
6 at the Wellness Center in the
Nursing Building. This is a 4 week
program that will teach you how to eat
and exercise properly. The seminars
will be every Thusday from
6:30 to 7:30 beginning April 6.
Cost is $15.00 per individual.

cz>

$
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SPORTS COUPE

The Student Alumni
Council would like to
congratulate the 1995
Alumni Master Teacher
Award Recipient
Dr. J. A. Martini
Professor of Agronomy

/HE

142-HORSEPOWER

DOHC

exactly slow it down, either.

engine lets it fly. And the price doesn't

{TF\

SOME THINGS ARE WORTH THE PRICE,

ACURA

FLETCHER

Apple Tree Acura 193 Underwood Road 704-684-0777
GREENVILLE

Bradshaw Acura 2448 Laurens Road 803-297-4529
*MSRP for Integra RS Sports Coupe excluding destination charges, tax, license, title and options. Dealer price may vary. ©2994 Acura
Division of American Honda Motor Co., Inc. Acura and Integra are registered trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Always obey traffic
laws. Make an intelligent decision. Buckle up.
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College Life:
A Few Things To Know
KNOW> Wh.'cK flff-campuj

hooksidft w'/ buy b^ckyour
USed 4^5" fexHook* -for imort tJiqn Z5«/ «qcA.

Y^NOW- Vtt\ick "30-Jr^'lnu+€J-o»'-i^-V-frec.,1
pizza place always takes exactly 3» m'mutes.

<jMarfer-eotin5 laundromat
»v\ackines *+o avoid.

IT AlV/AW COJTJ IFiJ THA** \~9oo-c0llECT.
Hey on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.

ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT.*

AKST. Your Thie Voice:

•Promotions excluded l-SOO-COLLECP" is a service mark of MCL

AT&T

© 1995 AT&T

@&sm

||V»

Call 656-2167 or 656-7002 lor advertising information.
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CAMPUS CAMERA
MS College Ave. Citron, SC 6'!-»^900

fJ tl& tyssdprofessional Resumes
Word Procession
Business Services

'FILM PROCESSING

Desktop PuWsbtofi/GrapNcs
Laser Printlna
APA Oissertatlons/Tbeses

Hurry in for
these specials*.

$1.00 OFF 12 exposure roll
$2.00 OFF 24 exposure roll
$3.00 OFF 36 exposure roll

Regency Building
2515 N, Mdn St, Suite 202
Anderson, SC 29621

FAX (803) 224-4611

803) 224-4047

^654-6900_

jsxpJIWK

HOURSjVW, 93^6 SAT^pSO-Sj

riLOBSTER EXPRESS "| \

»•

i
i
*We offer the lowest prices in the state:

I Located on 100 Old Salem Rd. in Seneca j
within your already favorite deli 'The Country Butcher!'
■ Lobster Express 985-1611

_ Coun^£ut£ier8^8606j

Attention Student Organizations | | can you believe it? m Tiger, twice a week

Haven't
Filed
Your Taxes?
♦ Each year, the IRS lists
the most common mistakes people make when
I doing their taxes... like
| math errors, not claiming
| the earned income credit,
\ or forgetting to sign the
I return.
)♦
I
|
|

But the biggest mistake
people can make any
time, any year, is not
filing at all.

» If you missed filing for
a year or so and you
should have filed, the
people at the IRS want
to help. Whatever your
reason, they'll listen.
1
They can help stop
things from getting
worse, because penalties
and interest keep adding up. They'll explain
your payment options
if you owe...even help
you get any refund you've
got coming.
[♦ Talk to the people at the
1 IRS any time of year.
They want to help, and
that's no mistake!
Call 1-800-829-1040

1
J
j
|
j
j

If your are interested in entering the FIRST
FRIDAY PARADE, there will be mandatory
meeting on April 12 at 8:00 p.m. in the student
senate chambers. This year's theme will be
"Cartoon Clemson" and for more information
call Susan at 858-4161 or Amy at 858-4513

Tuesdays & Fridays.
Call (i36-2167 or 636-7002 for advertising information.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

BEEPER RENTALS
HIT THE HIGHWAY TO SUMMER
DUQUESNE'S SUMMER SESSIONS OFFER:
TRANSFERABLE COURSES*
*START DATES MAY THRU JULY*
*ACCELERATED SESSIONS*
Registration is EASY by FAX, phone, mail, or in person

INTERESTED?

CALL 1-800-283-3853

FOR YOUR COMPLETE SUMMER 1995
INFORMATION/APPLICATION PACKAGE

A+ RENTS
STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE

CALL 646-5705 OR 646-5723

*

WE DELIVER

*

